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THE PAUPER TRIBE. by the neglect to observe sanitary rules. The yellow fever 
The difference between poverty and pauperism, though would certainly lose many of its terrors if every Southern wide as the world, is too often overlooked. The best of city was kept as clean as Galveston." 

men may become poor; may honorably reach the point of Setting aside the terrible cost of the present epidemic in 
actual destitution; indeed, it has not unfrequently happened suffering and death, because it is incalculable, the computathat the world's best benefactors have experienced ex- ble cost in direct contributions, and indirectly through the 
treme poverty, sometimes by resolutely pursuing the course cessation of Southern industry and the derangement of 
which has ultimately brought them to the highest financial Northern trade, would probably suffice to keep every one of and industrial as well as moral success. No combination of the fever smitten cities in proper sanitary condition for a circumstances, however, no matter how disastrous, could whole generation. Indeed it would pay the business intermake such men paupers. The pauper is made of very dif- ests of New York alone to assume the expense of keeping ferent material: he is what he is too often by preference, the' fever districts clean. So large is our share of the penalty very often by inheritance. an epidemic imposes, so intimate, in fact, are the social and Last year Dr. Hoyt, Secretary of the New York State commercial relations of the most widely separated parts of Board of Charities, visited sixty-four poorhouses, contain- our great country, that one part cannot suffer without hurting 13,000 public paupers. Less than one
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family, �hic�, in every community. one hundred and fifty years, furmshed thIs State wIth eIght As evidence of increasing interest in this direction, we hundred and thirty criminals of baser types, besides many may mention the Yellow Fever Commission, made possible imbeciles, lunatics, and other undesirable characters. by the generosity of a lady in this city. The commission Professor Brewer, who has given much study to the pau- will be composed of eminent physicians, North and South, per and tramp problem, is' confident that wherever the gen- including the President of the American Public Health Asesis of paupers is thus looked into there will be found sociation. The great object of the inquiry will be to disabundant evidence of a pauper tribe well established among cover measures for the prevention of future epidemics; and us, and perpetuating its instincts in its descendants. For it is to be hoped that the SUbscriptions for the furtherance this class no mawkish sentimentality will answer; they need of the work will be so generous that too limited means may strict justice. The class as a class must be rooted out not lessen the scope and thoroughness of the commission's by resolute treatment. The chain of criminal entailment labors. must somehow be broken in them or they will breed a moral ...... 

pestilence. Against such outlaws, "for whom," as a contem- A HORSE'S MOTION SCIENTIFICALLY DETERMINED. 
porary has said, "childhood has no sanctity, hospitality no A short time since the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN briefly noted safeguard, and property no rights," only vigorous measures the fact that Mr. Muybridge, of San Francisco, had perwill suffice. There is enough of honest poverty, through fected an automatic electro-photographic apparatus, by tiood and fire and sickness, to furnish occupation to the' means of which he had succeeded in recording the action of charitable without the burden of voluntary pauperism, the horses in motion. Mr. Muybridge courteously responded by effect of which is too often to steel the hearts of the sympa- forwarding a series of instantaneous photographs, showing thetic against all poverty and distress. The honest seeker with absolute accuracy the motions of horses when walking, 
for employment is confounded with the professional tramps, trotting, and running. From these we have selected two of whom the most charitable of communities are becoming series, the first showing the movement of the horse "Abe heartily sick. In justice to the deserving poor-and there is Edgington," while walking at a 15 minute gait; the second al ways a large class which, through no fault of their own, showing the same horse while trotting at a 2 :24 gait. These may become poor-the pauper tribe should at least receive -omitting the driver and his sulky-we have had enlarged no encouragement. and skillfully engraved, as shown in the illustration on For many years in this country the single fact that a per- the first page. 

them; yet after a little study the conventional idea gives 
way to truth, and every posture becomes instinct with a 

greater motive than the conventional figure of a trotting 
horse could possibly show. Mr. Muybridge's ingenious and 
successful efforts to catch and fix the fleeting attitudes of 
moving animals thus not only make a notable addition to 
our stock of positive knowledge, but must also effect a rad 
ical change in the art of depicting horses in motion. And 
every one interested in the physiology of animal action, lIot 
less than artists and horse-fanciers, will find the photographs 
of Mr. Muybridge indispensable. 

Our drawings, though admirable and instructive as such, 
are necessarily inferior to the photographs in �cope and 
variety of detail; and they lack also that element of indis
putable accuracy which belongs to the sun pictures. How
ever truthful, an artist's work cannot have the convincing 
force of a photograph. Six series of cards have been pub
lished, with from eight to twelve positions each, illustrating 
the single strides of trotting, cantering, running, and walking 
horses. They may be had of Muybridge, photographer, 417 
Montgomery St. , San Francisco, Cal. 

We would suggest that for popular use the photographs 
should also be mounted on strips for use in the zoetrope. 
By such means it would be possible to see not only the suc
cessive positions of a trotting or running horse, but also the 
actual motions of the body and legs in passing through the 
different phases of the stride. 

....... 

IlIPROVED EDUCATION. 
The reign of cram in primary schooling is seriously 

threatened, and Boston leads the revolt. Henceforth, if 
success attends the effort, the Boston public school teacher 
will teach, not simply hear recitations as heretofore; and 
the pupils will acquire knowledge after the normal method 
of childhood, by being taught, by seeing and thinking, in
stead of by the memorizing of words from books. Language 
will be taught by talking-lessons with and about pictures, 
plants, animals, everyday life and experience. Oral instruc
tion will also be given upon form, color, measures, animals' 
grouped by habits, vegetables, minerals, hygiene and the 
human body. The metric system will be taught from the 
metric apparatus. No spelling books will be used, the read
ing books taking their place. In the grammar grade, 
grammar, as generally studied, has been abolished with 
the spelling book. In the stead of parsing and other tech
nical work, lessons will be given in composition, in the 
use of capitals, in letter writing and in the arrange
ment of sentences. Much of the time formerly devoted to 
geography will be given to natural philosophy and physi
ology. Oral instruction will be an important feature of all 
the classes, and in the lowest two it will predominate. In 
the lower classes the subject for oral instruction will be 
natural history, plants from May to November, animals 
from November to May, trades, occupations, common phe
nomena, stories, anecdotes, mythology, metals and minerals. 
In the upper classes, physiology, life in the middle ages, 
biographical and historical sketches, and experiments in 
physics. 

This method labors under one serious, we fear fatal, diffi
culty-the teachers will have to know something. Their 
knowledge will have to be real" live" knowledge, not dead 
verbiage; and they will need to know a good deal about the 
natural, social and industrial life that the children come in 
contact with out of doors and at home. Such knowledge is 
not to be gained from books; and it is hard to turn a book 
student into a practical observer. We sincerely hope, how
ever that the teachers of Boston will succeed in their diffi
cult'task, and demonstrate to the rest of the world the feasi
bility of this promising and long needed reform. 

........ 

son was in need of food or clothing or shelter was held to In taking t.he negatives of these photographs, Mr. Muybe a valid reason for giving what was asked. The country bridge employed a series of cameras, operated by electricity, became in consequence a perfect paradise for the pauper and so placed as to fix with absolute accuracy the several tribe. They fared so well that multitudes brought by ad- phases in the continuous action of the horse while making verse circumstances to poverty were tempted over the line one stride. The exposure for each negative was about the h 1· d th The American Instltote Fair. into pauperism; and many ot ers mgere on e verge, two thousandth part of a second. The vertical lines on the passl'ng thel'r tl'me between unwilling labor, pauperism, and . h . h t th h y h '  The annual exhibition of the American Institute is now background are twentY-eIg t mc es apar ; e eav on-petty criminality. Out of these has grown a class of crimi- zontal line represents the level of the track; the others mark in complete working order, and offers more than its usual 
nal vagrants, now by far the worst disturbers of the public elevations of four, eight, and twelve inches respectively. array of popular attractions. Though no startling novel
peace and the public moral health. These lines are necessary for the analysis of the movement ties are presented, the general character of the display is 

Indeed, the Indian problem, bad as it is, is a trifle com- of the horse. somewhat above the average. 
pared with that arising from the existence of the pauper It will be seen that the walking horse always has two feet Naturally the late advances in methods of generating and 
tribe. The Indian is on the frontier; the vicious tramp is on the ground, and, for a brief interval in each stride, three applying electric energy make their electrical department 
everywhere. And it is safe to say that, year by year, the feet. The positions of the feet shown in Figs. A and E in- specially prominent, the electric light, the new Wallace and 
life and property destroyed by the tramp tribe exceeds that dicate a stride of 4 feet 4 inches. When trotting at a 2 :24 Weston motors, Edison's electric pen and carbon telephone 
due to Indian depredations. If we are justified in spending gait, the stride of the same horse is over 18 feet. being among the chief attractions. There is also an exhibi-
millions in Indian wars, in placing upon reservations and Figs. 1 to 12 show the latter motion. In Figs. 4 and 5, and tion of the Phelps telephone. 
trying to civilize the one class of savages, much more just i- again in 9 and 10, the horse is entirely off the ground, liter- Some attractive and interesting steam and caloric engines 
fiable must be the taking of measures, national in scope and ally flying through the air. In his analysis of the stride, are shown in the maChinery building, with the usual dis
magnitude, to control and reclaim if possible the other. Mr. Muybridge notes that with this stride, moving at a 2:24 play of pumps, rock crushers, grinding apparatus, and the 
Nothing short of this, we fear, will ever rid us of the pest. speed, the horse is entirely in the air about half the length like. Light wood-working machinery is well represented, 

of the stride, and for a brief interval he has one foot alone the display of iron-working machines being rather meager . 
upon the ground. The relative time that a horse is on or off The exhibition of agricultural machinery and implements is 
the ground is probably dependent upon his length of limb good, though not abundant. The same may be said of the 
and stride, and rate of speed. fruit and vegetables. The silk looms in operation attract a 

... ..... 

PUBLIC SANITATION. 
Formerly, Galveston, Texas, was accustomed to have an 

epidemic of yellow fever every three or four years. The 
last and worst the city ever suffered from was in 1867. At 
that time the level of the city was low, and there was stand
ing water under nearly all the older houses. Seeing that 
the fever spread most rapidly and was most fatal where the 
stagnant water stood, it was ordered that the grade of the 
city should be raised four feet, and that the space beneath 
every house that had water under it should be filled with 
sand. At the same time the system of surface drainage was 
improved, and strict sanitary regulations were adopted and 
enforced. The result has been that Galveston is one of the 
cleanest cities in the United States; and, though ma�e a 
place of refuge for yellow fever victims, the disease ha� 

The limit of our space forbids any attempt to follow the fair share of popular interest. Among sewing machines 
movements and positions of the four feet throughout the the chief novelty appears to be the Wardwell two-spool lock 
stride, further than to note that the figures from 1 to 6 de- stitch Seamstress. The" noiseless rails ., exhibited by Louis 

Leypoldt should attract :a very large share of attention; if pict half a stride, the remaining figures the other half. 
The most careless observer of these figures will not fail to they can silence even a part of the clang of elevated roads 

notice that the conventional figure pf a trotting horse in mo- they will prove themselves a public benefaction of no mean 
tion does not appear in any of them, nor anything like it. order. 

. . B f th . t s e e taken no artl'st would have dared On the whole we do not know a more mstructIve and en-e ore ese pIC ure w r . 
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. . 
it had been possible for the unaided eye to detect his real' that the elev�ted road make� It mo�e easIly a�cesslble th�n. 
attitude. At first sight an artist will say of many of the erer bef.ore, It s�ould excel ItS prevIOus years successes III 

positions that there is absolutely no ., motion" at all in populanty and Infiuence . 
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